All-Russian public organization "Russian Football Union"

Registration N 7704016803
Principle State Registration Number 1037700085026
Also known as The Football Union of Russia
Founded April 28, 2000
Current state registered
Registered Russian Federation
Address 119992, Moscow, Luzhnetskaya embankment, 8, building 1

Website

All-Russian public organization "Russian Football Union"

Last profile update: Sept. 5, 2023

Documents external links

Open NGOs archived
Company profile on clearspending.ru archived
Connections:

- Close associates
  - Alkanov Ali Dadashevich - председатель комитета по этике
  - Fursenko Sergey Aleksandrovich - the president
  - Lebedev Igor Vladimirovich - member of the Executive Committee
  - Markin Vladimir Ivanovich - руководитель комитета по безопасности и работе с болельщиками
  - Mikhelson Leonid Viktorovich - head of the board of trustees
  - Mutko Vitaliy Leont'yevich - the president
  - Mutko Vitaliy Leont'yevich - the president
  - Shpyrigin Aleksandr Igorevich - member of the Executive Committee
  - Zhigarev Sergey Aleksandrovich - Advisor to the President

- Related companies
  - Autonomous non-profit organization «Local Organizational Structure of UEFA Euro 2020» - Controlled by

- Finances
  - Football Club Dynamo Moscow JSC - Public contracts/Customer

Dossier:

Sanctions:

Lebedev Igor Vladimirovich
The State Duma, deputy, deputy chairman member of the Executive Committee
Mutko Vitaliy Leont'yevich
VEB.RF, member of the supervisory board the president
Mutko Vitaliy Leont'yevich
VEB.RF, member of the supervisory board the president
Fursenko Sergey Aleksandrovich
Gazprombank JSC, vice president
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